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The Cimarron Valley Has the Land, Climate and Water. Wanted

FIRST YEAR

matter at the postoffice at 6im-- ,
Entered u second-clas- s
arron, N. M under act of Congress. March 1. 1879.- -

CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 29,

NEW SHOP OPEN WIDE

WILL HAVE
LODGE ROOM

Some little time ago, William Lambert removed his carriage painting
shop from the old adobe building
which it had formerly occupied, to
the building occupied by the Wad-de- ll
ice cream parlors Mr. Lambert

DANCERS
TOE-TOW- N

.

.'

Cimarron Masons Organize A Lodge-Wa- iting
Charter

has changed the interior arrangement
to suit his needs and now has his
paint shop running at full pressure.
In his new quarters, he is prepared to
do any kind of carriage painting work
and he will no doubt meet with the
success his energy and enterprise
deserves.

Party Attends Dance
at Elizabethtown
Have Merry Time

SPECIAL TO UTE PARK.
There are a comparatively large
number of Masons here in Cimarron,
and soon after the big installation of
the lodge at Dawson, they got together and decided to organize a
lodge of their own here in Cimarron.
They have held a number of meetings
with that aim in view, and have sent
in their application for a charter, and
are now waiting for official action on
their petition They have been assured that their petition will be granted,
and ar now busily engaged in fitting
tip lodge rooms in the Matkin building for their use
The entire second floor is being remodeled, partitions are being torn out
and new ones built in. The old dance
hall will be made smaller, and the
two ante rooms will be enlarged.
The Masons expect to have a formal
installation of their new lodge within
a short time, and hope to have the
rooms fitted up bcfittingly by the
time the ceremony is to be performed. The rooms will be Komplctely
refurnished and decorated, and if all
plans work out as intended, the
rooms (will be somthing to be proud

Last Friday morning a special train
Last Saturday morning about sevwas ordered out to Ute Park, returnmerry Cimarronites went tOj
enteen
ing in the afternoon to Cimarron. The
Elizabethtown
to attend a dance that
pusrppDN.. ..fccdulan shrdl hrrhrh
special iwas for the purpose of con- was held here last Saturday evenducting a party to the prospective ing. It will be remembered that a
summer resort, the party consisting party to make 'the same trip was orof Mr. Chas. Springer, Mr. C. A. Carganized two weeks before, but had
penter of Columbus Junction, Iowa,
to postpone the trip on account of
and Mr. H. M. Letts.
On arriving at Ute Park the party rain. Although the day was rather
took a carriage and went on through cold for so long a drive, the Cimarthe Cimarron Canon to Moreno Val- ron merry makers were not to be
ley, and during this trip they inspect cheated out of their pleasure this
ed" the dam and reservoir site of the time, and seventeen of the younger
big irrigation project which contem- set started out in two four horse rigs
plates taking enough water from the arriving in Elizabethtown in the afCimarron river to irrigate about
thousand acres of land.

seve-

nty-five

SUBSTITUTE
T DAWSON

SUNDAY SCHOOL

County Superintendent

TAKES

Will Take Charge Of

OUTING

Dawson
CHILDREN
SUNDAY SCHOOL
AT THE CHASE
PICNIC
SERVRANCH DINNER
ED TO FORTY.
Last Sunday morning and

after-

noon, the Sunday school children of
Methodist Episcopal church were
given a picnic dinner at the Chase
ranch, as the guests of Mrs. Mason
G. Chase.
Right after Sunday school
Mr. Chase called at the
services,
Church with a big hay rack piled high
with blankets and took all of the
children out to the ranch house for
dinner, which was served to forty of
the merry youngsters. Mrs. Chase
showed herself to be a most charming hostess, one who knew how to
entertain so many of young Cimarron, and all of the children showed
that they had both big appetites and
their full quota of good spirits, every
ene of them enjoying themselves to
t!ie fullest extent.
About the middle of the afternoon,
the youngsters were again loaded in
tu the big wagon and taken for"a lit
lie drive around town.

TO ATTEND

CONFERENCE
REV. J.ALFRED MORGAN LEFT
MONDAY
TEXICO
FOR
MORING TO ATTEND
CONFERENCE.

One Thousand Farmers

Schools

County Superintendent of Schools
O. Fisher was in Cimarron last
Sunday, and while here stated that
he will substitute as superintendent
of' the Dawson schools for the next
seven or eight weeks, taking the
place of W. F. Huston, the present
Mr.
Huston has
superintendent.
been seriously afflicted with some
ear trouble, and finds that it wll be
necessary to have an operation per
formed.
For this reason, he has obtained a leave of absence and has
gone to his old home in Indiana for
the operation.
During his absence, Mr. Fisher will
take complete charge of the Dawson
schools during the five school days.
but will be in his office at Raton
Saturdays for the transaction of the
duties pertaining to the office of
County Superintendent of Schools.
Mr. Fisher stated that the bonds
building, have
for the new school
reached his office, and that there are
already sufficient inquiries from pros
pective purchasers to insure the entire issue being sold at a good rate
immediately. This means that the
work of getting 'ready for letting the
contract will be hurried forward, and
that construction will be begun be
fore a very long time.
C.

TAKE CIVIL
SERVICE EXAMS

PAUL WADDELL AND FRED
TAKE EXAMI
LAMBERT
Rev. J. Alfred Morgan, the pastor
WOULD BE
NATIONS.
of the Methodist Episcopal church
i
FOREST RANGERS
here at Cimarron, left last Monday
morning for Texico to attend the
Methodist Conference of the Albuquerque District which is being held Last Wednesday morning, C. F.
there, beginning with yesterday and Lambert and Paul Waddell left Cimto contiue until next Sunday even arron bound for Santa Fe, where
ing. Beginning with Tuesday morn they were to take the civil service
ing, large and unusually interesting examinations being held there. Both
prograim will be carried through, and of the young men have been intersome of the most prominent preach ested 'in the work of the Govern
ers in the southwest will be heard in mcnt Forest Rangers, and intended
taking the examinations which would
the program.
qualify them for that position. These
Rev. Morgan states that he' will-gto the Conference with a most pleas examinations are of- a sweeping na
ing and hopeful report to give of his ture and it is no small matter, to
pass them successfully.
charge here in Cimarron.

ternoon.
While there, they made the best of
their time, and danced the night
hours away, only ceasing after night
had turned into broad day. About
sixty
couples
present at
were
the event, and every one reports a
most enjoyable time.
Those present
from Cimarron
were Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Scott, Mr.
and Mrs. Win, Fanning, Miss Edith
Daley, Miss Ring, the Misses HeciT,
Mr. and Mrs. Roberson, Joe Daley,
Wm. Vance, Fred Lambert and Ira
McBride.
At Ute Park the party
was joined by Mr. and Mrs. Thos.
McBridc
and Con! Daley.
Fred
Lambert and Chas. Scott presided at
the ribbons, and showed that they
were complete masters 'of the art of
driving four horse teams through
difficult places.

DEPUTY SHERIFF
IS APPOINTED
G.

W. WILLSON HAS RECEIVED
AS
APPOINTMENT
THE
DEPUTY SHERIFF.

Mr. G. W. Willson, df Cimarron,
has received his appointment as deputy sheriff of Precinct No. 3, his
commission front Sheriff Liltrell arriving last Friday. There were two
candidates for that position, both Mr.
Willson and W. 11. Duquette having
circulated petitions for the appointment.
Mr. Willson has been deputy sheriff elsewhere for a great number of
years, as well as Justice of the Peace,
and his experience, push, honesty and
absolute fearlessness make him well
fitted to fill the important position
for which he has been appointed. As
that he was well fitted to perform
duty
any
for which
he
might be called, when he took up
congratulated on having such a competent officer of the law.
.

SEEKS LAND
INVESTMENT
HON. C. A. CARPENTER LOOKING INTO CIMARRON VAL-LE- Y

LANDMUCH
PLEASED.

NUMBER NINE

1908

HICKMAN AGAIN

WITH RAILROAD
Mr. W. B. Hickman, who has been
in the employ of the Cimarron Lumber company for the past year or so,
has resigned his position, and has
again taken up railroad work, now
holding a position with the St. Louis,
Rocky Mountain & Pacific here in

Cimarron
Mr. Hickman is an expert and experienced railroad man, having spent
a number of years in various capacities with different railroads, resigning from the position of station
agent to take up his work with the
lumber company.
LARGE SHIPMENTS
FROM CIMARRON
Within the past week or so, the
lumber business in Cimarron and vicinity has been greatly increased, and
large shipments of lumber, railroad
ties and mine props have been imade.
The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific has informed the Citizen that
within the past week, they have on no
day shipped less than four car loads
of cither lumber, ties or props from
Cimarron, and one day they 'received
eigh car loads for shipment, the consignor being, in most cases, the Continental Tic and Lumber Co.

BOUND

MRS.

FOR

BEET FIELDS

HORN HAS
REARED aa CHILDREN

MARY

Greeley, Colo., April 2". Due of
the citizens in whom Greeley takes
great pride lives in East Seventh
street, East Greeley. She is Mrs.

Mary Horn, (who has reared twenty-tw- o
children, not all her own, and
she considers that she has merely
done her duty, and that her life has
Pass- amounted to little.
Taos
When young, she married a widShe
ower
with five little children.
Cimarbecame the mother of eleven, assuming all th care of the sixteen and
To Beet Fields
doing all the housework for the family.
The children grew to maturity,
several marrying and now have families of their own.
With the coming of spring, the
Meantime, Mrs. Horn's husband
Taos workmen are now moving to died, as did the wife of the eldest
the sugar beet fields in Colorado and son, and the latter brought home five
the
children, whom
elsewhere. The- cultivation af the motherless
grandmother welcomed and cared for
besugar beet in the Southwest has
until they were grown.
come a great industry, and many
A few years ago a daughter died,
thousands of men are reuired to per- leaving an infant, and the grandform the labor incident to preparing mother adopted the baby. The child
the land for the planting, cultivation is now about six months old, and,
and harvesting of the beets.
although uncommonly bright, wa.
Taos has long furnished a large born with but one arm. Mrs. Horn
number of workmen, skilled in beet supports herself and grandchildren
culture, and they are always in great by taking in sewing and lives in
demand. Last week about five wag- three rooms. Despite her years and
on loads of laborers from Taos pass- hard work, she has a serene faice and
ed through Cimarron, bound for the Uays she has kept young and cheer-!fby singing away her troubles.
fields around Las Animas, Colo., and
many more are expected to leave
In fact a few strag
Taos shortly.
glers have been passing through
Cimarron for some time. It is esti
mated that Taos furnishes no less
than one hundred laborers for the
different sugar beet districts, and it
would not be at all surprising if the
actual number would exceed this.
J. O. ROGERS MAKES BALL
TEAM FINE PRESENT OF
NEW CAPS AND STOCKINGS.

Workmen
ing Through
ron

ul

CIMARRON
DEFEATE1
Yankee and Raton Too
Aluch For Local
Ball Team
)

Lat

Sunday

afternoon the

base-

ball teams of Cimarron and Yankee
crossed bats with disastrous results
to Cimarron. A big excursion was
organized to run from Raton to Cim
arron, and arrangements were made
for a large crowd to attend the game
But a cold day on Saturday and a
violent snow storm in the evening;
with a nasty chill in the air Sunday
morning, cut the nunibers counted
per
on, down to about seventy-fiv- e
sons, including the ball team.
On schedule time, the game was
called, and from the very first, it be
came evident that the combination
of Raton and Yankee teams was too
much for the Cimarron wielders of
the. bat. In the first inning, Yankee
ran in three scores, while the Cimarron boys were able to cross home
plate but once. Again in the second
third and sixth innings, Yankee sent
runners home twice each inning,
while Cimarron was able to send but
one more runner over the home
plate, making the final score stand
nine to two in favor of the visitors.
It is only fair to the visitors and
10 the home team to say that the
cold weather and threatening snow
made it impossible for either side to
play a good game of ball, and many
of the numerous errors made on both
sides was due to this fact. The errors of the home team, however,
worse, numerous and
were much
costly than those made by the
The line
daughty Yankee players.
up of the two teaimis was as follows:
Barr, pitcher; T.
Cimarron
Brooke, catcher; Whitney, first base;
Livingston, second base; W. Brooke,
third base; Fisher, short; Sullivan, r.
field; Jackson, center, field; Rogers;
left field.

Yankee Er.'ington, pitcher; Mer-rocatcher; Lcaiion, first base;
d
ba-.Hon. C. A. Carpenter, of Colum- Tarlcy,
Brubaker, third
bus Junction, Iowa, is in Colfax base; Nutting, short; Crabtree, right
county looking into the land proposi- field;. Wimmer, center field; Prevost,
tion here in the Cimarron Valley left field.
with a view of investing heavily in
Umpires W. L. Rupert and Dim-mic- k
agriculture lands. Mr. Carpenter is
Baldwin.
an Iowa lawyer of note, and has
been connected with large land deals
Burton Williams is contemplating
before, being fully and completely joining a party which will take an
up on land and land values in Iowa extended wagon trip throughout
and elsewhere. He has been looking New Mexico and Arizona. The parover a large tract of land near Koeh-le- r ty expects to be gone for about three
and on the Ponil, and Seems to or four months, and hopes to visit
be much impressed with the richness a large portion of the two
of Colfax county lands.
se.-on-

MAKES BALL
TEAM GIFT

ANOTHER NEW

TOWN STARTS

Mr. J. O. Rogers, who is the manager of the Crocker Mercantile com- COMPANY LAYS OUT A NEW pany, and one of the most cnterpris- TOWN OF FRENCH. HAS 'imr vnntiiT hninptic
- in Citmirrmi
nifn
'
TWO RAILROADS. FUrecently made the Cimarron Swasti- kas a very handsojne present in the
TURE BRIGHT
shape of an entire outfit of caps and
stockings. The caps arc red, and
Colfax county is coming to the have a neat white Swastika embroidered on the front. They look very
front more than any other county swell with the blue and white suits
or (Community in the whole Territory of the team, adding the dash of color
of Xcw Mexico, and .we will not ex- that the suits have needed.
The
cept any place in the southwest from stockings "are very heavy woolen afthis statement. It is not only fore- fairs, with alternating blue and white
most in resources, but it is foremost stripes and they match up with the
perfection.
n having men with push, (capital and suits to
The team has long needed just
brains to develop its already great
As another evidence such additions to its equipment, ami
possibilities
people
the
interested in Colfax the players arc very proud of their
that

'ft

county property have the utmost faith natty appearance.
in its future, the Citizen takes pleasure in pointing to the new town of
French, which has just been laid out
This new town is situated at Ijhe
junction of the El I'aso & S. W. R. R.
and the Santa Fc in Colfax county,
and is located on a tract of the land
owned and now being developed by
the French Land & Irrigation Co..
the headquarters of which are at
Springer. In another place in this is
sue, appears the official announcement relative to this new and promDismisising addition to the already thriving Hugh
little places recently started in ColCase Against
fax county.
There is every chance
that (he new town of French will be
Bride
Ira
a "hummer" because it is situated in
the midst of fertile farming lands, and
is the only town in the county beside Raton and the town of Colfax
that is situated at the junction of two
Last Wednesday evening Hugh
railroads Lender the competent man- Strivens entered complaint against
agement of Mr. R. J. Dobell, it is Ira McBride charging him with imbound to be heard from very short- personating an officer, and on tha
ly.
strength of the charges made, Justice
WILL TAKE LONG TRIP
of the Peace J. S. Wilson issued a
warrant for the arrest of McBridc,
Another small party of Cimarron who was released undVr $300.00 bond.
people are fixing to take an extended
It seems that both men were in the
trip throughout the country. "Uncle Lambert hotel, and that Strivens had
Jim" Livingston and Harry Connors been imbibing a little too freely of
are preparing to start but in a buck the liquid that cheers, and becoming
board and keep going until they get noisy and quarrelsome, Mr. Lambert
tired Just where they will go to, asked McBride to take him home.
they do not as yet know, but it is McBride did this, and claims that on
their plan to be gone for seven or the way home, Strivens became uneight weeks and enjoy a long manageable, and that he told the oldouting in the open.
They will er man that he was likely to land in
d jail if he didn't go..
travel light and are having a
But be that as it
made especially for the trip, may, after thinking the matter over
at the Harrison shops.
again, Strivens decided that the act
was one oi friendship, and he disMr. A. Lange, of Hall Peak, was missed the case against McBridc,
in Cimarron last Saturday.
the costs.
both men paying one-ha-

SUIT IS

SETTLED

Strivens

ses

Mc

buck-boar-

lf
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Lanct M

li;feeeíi taken

lie-Uáíteé:Státea

tip?

THAT WHAT IS; LEFT IS NATURALLY THE POOREST. LAND OF ALL, SINCÍ5 THE; BEST IS ALWAYS TAKEN FIRST?
V rv '
THAT THE POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES IS INCREASING AT THE RATE
V'
EACH YEAR?
"
'
THAT IT IS NOW AS HARD TO FIND A CLAIM WORTH HAVING AS IT IS TO FIND A NEEDLE IN A HAY STACK?
THAT THE FACT THAT THERE ARE A FEW CLAIMS LEFT IS THE ONLY THING THAT HAS KEPT THE PRICE OF LAND WITHIN REASON'
THAT THE. REMAINING
F
OF ONE PER CENT WILL BE TAKEN. UP BEFORE YOU KNOW IT?
THAT THE MINUTE THE REMAINING
OF ONE PER CENT IS GONE LAND WILL GO UP BY LEAPS AND BOUNDS?
'
THAT PRACTICALLY
SPEAKING THE ONLY LAND THERE IS LEFT IS INCLUDED; IN A. FEW. .GREAT CATTLE RANCHES?
THAT THE ONLY REASON THERE IS ANY. GOOD LAND LEFT IS BECAUSE "A FEW GREAT 3ATTLE KINGS HAVE BEEN ABLE TO RFSTST
Tinrr niT
'
AGRICULTURE UNTIL WITHIN THE LAST FEW YEARS?
1
,; ít- -,
THAT NOW EVEN, THE GREAT CATTLE RANCHES ARE BEING SUBDIVIDED AND "SOLD OPF'sÓ' FAST THAT IF YOU DON'T GFT A'PTPTF nrViMn
V'-.1 A M
PRETTY SOON YOU WON'T GET ANY
'
THAT THE' STEAM PLOW CIRCLES WHERE A YEAR AGO THE CATTLE- - GRAZED UNDISTU ÍBÉd; TOÉ SEPARATOR HUMS WHERE THE "ROT TNT) TP"
'
WAGON CAMPED, AND BEET FACTORIES ARE ARISING, FROM THE RUINS OF THE HACIENDAS?
'
r" ' '
THAT WITH THE OPENING OF THE SUGAR FACTORIES, THE LAND JUMPS IN VALUE TO PRICES RANGING-FRO$100 TO $300 PER ACRE?
'OF-lsoox-

w

"

'"

s
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Do Yotj Know That Panics Monty the FARMER Less than any other Man in the World?

Yoy

are wetcmnq trie raciones uose

Down These Days,

and Railroads and Coal Mines and Great
facturing Concerns cut down their Forces,
t did
you ever know the Farmer to close down?
Y ii have seen stocks and bonds go o almost nothing, but have you ever seen the land decline?
Even if you don't want to farm yourself, don't you think you had better
buy a
piece of land before it is too late? You know, don't you, that the reason many of you are living Li affluence now, is because when you were children your
fathers bought Iowa '
or
which
Illinois
other lands at $10 an acre,
are now worth $ioo an acre up?.
Perhaps you don't know that at the rate the cost of living is advancing, if your children are to be as comfortable when they are old as you are now,, they will have
to have as
much more money than you have now as you had more than your father had when you were children? It is a fact, you just didn't think of it in that light before.'
You want to
do as well by your children as your fathers did by you, don't you? Of course you do, and a little better. Then don't you think you, had better buy a piece
of land?
Even if you dont want to farm, or have your children farm,, buy them each a piece of land and let it lie and double and double in value. If land went from $10 to $100 per
acre and
more, in your life time, with plenty of government land to take up, if one did not want to buy, where do you think it will go to in your children's life time, now that all but one-ha- lf
of one per cent of the government land is gone?
There are no claims worth spcnkhi-- of in the West now, but there is a little group of great cattle ranches left in Colfax county, New Mexico, that have been preserved for a heritage for the homcsecker of todav.
r

,

rv
tUkastf

Ja

the Richest County in Point of Natural Resources in the United States
IT HAS i.ooo SQUARE MILES OF COAL LANDS; x.ooo.ooo ACRES OF FARMING LANDS; a ACRE-FEEOF AVAILABLE FLOOD WATER FOR EACH ACRE BE
SIDES THE NORMAL RAINFALL; 1,500,000 ACRES OF GRAZING LANDS; AND 100,000 ACRES OF GOLD, SILVER, COPPER, COAL LEAD AND IRON BEARING
MINERAL LANDS. THE FARMING LANDS, THE MINERAL LANDS, AND MOST OF THE COAL, TIMBER AND GRAZING LANDS LIE IN THE CIMARRON VAl!
LEY, WHICH INCLUDES THE SOUTHWESTERN
PORTION OF THE COUNTY. IT IS A REGION OF PERENNIAL SUNSHINE COOL NIGHTS PERFECT SOIL
AND ABUNDANT WATER, AND TO THE AMAZEMENT OF THE CATTLE BARONS, IT HAS BEEN FOUND THAT THE 40 ACRES THEY ASSIGNED IN THEIR
BOUNTY TO A COW AND HER CALF, WILL WITH INDIFFERENT CULTIVATION SUPPORT A FAMILY.
It is true that this is very choice land, in fact it is the cream of the whole Southwest, and it is because the cattle kings have held on to the best until the last. It will go all the faster
on that account. You had better get hold of a piece of this land before it is all gone.
T

NOW

IS

A GOOD

TIME TO BUY

because the cattle barons don't know how good it is or how manytimes it is going to double in value in the next few years. They bought it cheap when they were young men
and while they knew it was the finest grazing land in all the world.and the best watered, they did not realize that it was good for anything else and they thought they were get
ting the best of the bargain when they sold it to the Eastern real estate dealers for $10 per acre, but

and

and

and OATS and BARLEY and RYE and FRUITS and VEGETABLES,
and the farmers will raise more cattle
than all the great ranches put together numbered in their herds.
The cattle barons wondered where the world would
get its supply of beef when they went out of the business, but cvery.o acre farm where the baron ran a cow and a calf, is raising from a dozen head and up upon its stubble
fields and around its straw stacks, besides horses and hogs and poultry.
IT WILL RAISE SUGAR BEETS

ALFALFA

WHEAT

on the ' side

AND NEXT YEAR

THE STOCK WILL BE FATTENED ON THE PULP FROM THE SUGAR FACTORIES

and the output of cattle from this section will be greater by ten fold than it was in the reign of the cattle kings. In the fall the farmers go hunting
speckled trout, deer and wild tiirkcy abound and every now and then one finds a gold mine or a copper mine and don't h?ve to farm any more.

in

nearby

mountains

where

There is five times as much coal in this valley as there is in the whole Connellsville basin in Pennsylvania and there are great forests
of pine timber covering its foothills,
and towns are springing up where the foothills and farm lands meet, and fortunes are being made in real estate, for the farm lands make the towns grow and the towns make the farm
lands desirable.
It is an ideal place for the homeseckcr and it is a good place to salt dov u a few dollars even if one does not want a home or a farm, for land has been raising in value since the world
began, and when
f
of one percent of government land is gone it will raise faster than ever. It cannot run away, or burn up, or be stolen. But it can all be taken up, or
bought up. Maybe you never stopped to think that land is the one thing the supply of which is limited. There is just so much land in existence, and as the population increases
there is no knowing where the price of land will go to.
one-hal-

Any piece of fairly good land

at any price in reason Is a good Investment,

.

,

but of course the better the land and the lower the price the better the investment, and this is just what you can find in the Cimarron Valley. PERFECT SOIL, ABUNDANT
WATER, PERENNIAL SUNSHINE, AND THE BEST OF ALL THE LAND IS AS YET HELD AT A COMPARATIVELY LOW PRICE.
The price of anything is fixed by the demand and the supply; if the supply is less than the demand the price goes up; and if the supply is greater than the demand the price goes
down; if the supply is equal to the demand the price stands still. The supply of land in the Cimarron Valley being less than the demand, the price is going up; but the supply of
water in the Cimarron Valley being equal to the demand,

There being two acre feet of available water for each and every acre,;
will h6t gd up as fast as the price oí land, therefore the best investment in the Cimarron Valley is unirrigated land at from $10 to $40 per acre; for while the
pfobably advance very little in the next five years, owing to the fact that the supply is equal to the demand, irrigated land is likely to be worth from $300.00
will
rights
price of water
, .,
per acre up and an additional investment in water rights five years from now, while costing practically no more than at present
the price

at wáier rights

Will

bring $10 to $40 land up to the $300 and over mark.

I
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sary, i. His many friends all wish him
a speedy recovery.

TRY CASE
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EVIDENCE IN

WATROUS IS RAZED

SELLS PROPERTY
J. C. Bell and Frank Lopp have returned to Cimarron from Koehler.
where they have been working on
the packing house of the Rocky
Mountain Supply company at that
'
place.
.
Hunter & Neff are painting the out
side of the Crocker Mercantile build
ing, which is rapidly nearing com
pletion.
,

John Brackett,. of the Vermejo
country, .was in Cimarron last Monday on business, returning to his
home Tuesday morning.
'
Jesse Pate ofl Raton was in Cimarron last Sunday to attend the ball
--

game.

.,
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Littrell accompanied by Roy Littrell and
daughter Marion, are now in Loa Angeles, California, where they expect
to remain for some time. Sheriff
Littrell has been very much troubled with rheumatism for some time
and a change of climate was neces
,

AT ADVANCE
As another sign that Cimarron and
Cimarron property is on the advance
the Citizen would point to the recent
sale of realty made by L. W. Mann.
Mr. Mann has sold his lot in block
43, which is situated on Tenth street
just east of the popular Rocky Mountain restaurant conducted by J. T.
Fulton, to Andrea Camporo, for S'x
hundred dollars. Mr. Mann purchased this property but a short time
ago, built a little building thereon,
and sold out at an advance that will
net him in the neighborhood of $200,
all within a month. .This indicates
that people are awakening to the opportunities afforded in investing in

Cimarron real estate
MAMMOTH JACK, John, whose
sire was sold for $15,000, will stand
season of 1Q08 .at the ..McCormick
ranch. A good animal, large and fine
boned.

ThéG ram d Ho t e 1
--

CI)
Everything Rebuilt and Eeiur
nished and

Canon City, April 28. The taking
OF JOHN LIVINGSTON of evidence in the case of Antone
Neroni .alias Antone Bavari, was beVS. J. W. WILSON HEARD AT gun in the
district court here this
SPRINGER. UNDER ADVISE- morning and continued throughout
the day. The most interesting tesMENT.
timony was that of John Miller, who
said that the bullet holes in the
cabin in which Bavari lived were
Monday
case
afternoon the
Last
the same height as the wounds which
of John Livingston vs. J: S. Wilson
were found on the body of Joe Min- came up in the justice court of Judge íschello,
indicating that Bavari murHutchinson in precinct number 12
dered him by shooting through the
at Springer.
thin wall of the shack.' The prisThe case involves the possession of oner is being closely
guarded. He
about three thousand feet of lumber evinces little
in the proceed- interest
which the plaintiff alleges the de- ígs
of th court.
fendant wrongfully took from the
premises belonging to the plaintifi
The evidence showed that the lumber 300 CONVICTS WANT
in question was taken by W. N. Win
ters from the building sold to J. S.
WORK ON NEW ROAD
Wilson by the Maney Bros, company and placed 011 his (Winter's)
lots in Cimarron. Wilson made sevCanon
City, Colo., April
28.
eral attempts to gain possession of
the lumber, but without avail, and Work will be started in a few days
as soon as Winters had left the coun- to establish a camp near Starkviiie
try, Wilson entered upon his land lor the convicts who will build the
Already Waiden
arid took the lumber, which he claims state highway.
Cleghorn
has
received
over 300 apleaving,
as his own.
before
Just
however, Winters sold the lots and plications from 'Convicts who want to
the improvements thereon to John help on the job. Of these 75 will
Livingston, who in tjirn claims the be selected.
Assistant Secretary Anna Willumber, and brought replevin suit
liams of the state board of pardons,
to recover it from Wilson.
v Judge'
Hutchinson has taken the estimates that $3,000 will cover the
case under advisement and will ren expense of equipping and maintainder his decision in a day or so. Those ing the camp. The mules will be
attending the trial from Cimarron taken to the camp in a day or two.
The workers selected will be concither as principals or witnesses,
in whom the warden has greatvicts
S.
were: John Livingston, J.
'Wil
son, Norman Wilkins, Harry Steen est confidence, and while they work
Rubcrt Remley and Geo. E. Rem- - they will be largely placed upon
ley. The party returned to Cimar their honor, being guarded only at
ron late Monday evening, driving ov night. If the experiment is successful it will be the beginning of a new
'
erland.
method in the treatment of Colorado
convicts amid, the warden believes
LEFT WIFE, BUT
CAN'T LOSE HER will e, n sten forward in the movement
to bring about a more huDenver, April 28. Ida B. Syster mane system than that now in vogue.
has asked, the district court for an
injunction restrainin gthe officers of
the- national council,
Knights and CRIMINAL RICH
Ladies of Security, of Topeka, Kan.,
from issuing what is termed an
FEEL BIG STICK
"alias policy" to Samuel Syster, her
.complaint
filed
the
husband. In
through 'her attorney, E. N. Buidick,
she alleges that the organization is
Washington! April 28. In a spea internal one, and that her
cial message to congress, President
took out a policy, making her
Roosevelt again lakes up his crusade
the beneficiary.
Recently, however, she ' charges against the crirminal rich, asks conthat her husband descried her. going gress for the establishment of' postal
to his relatives in JVnnsvMtr.ia. He savings banks .talks of the abuse of
now claims' to have lost his p'Oioy the power, of injunction; demands
and has asked the national office to the strengthening of the antitrust
issue another in his name, but mak:iw, and says stem
condemnation
ing his brothers and sisters the ben- should be. visited upon demagogues
eficiaries instead of his wife.
and visionaries teaching untruths,
and sterner action upon graspnüJ
greedy and brutally disregarded
capitalists." Further, the president
ays the states cannot control interstate commerce.
"The nation alone
'

Now Ready for use. Rent by
Day or Week
All Outside Rooms

-

hus-ban-

HOT

COLD

BATH

'

Everything Up to Date
Rates Reasonable

BY DISASTROUS

AT SPRINGE R BAVORI CASE
CASE

REMLEY

E.

GEO.

STAGGERED

FIRE
East Las Vegas, N. M., April 28.
a station north of this city
on the Santa Fe, was nearly wiped
out today by a fire which started
shortly after I o'clock. The fire
started in the theater and spread
rapidly, fanned by a high wind. The
Fry hotel was destroyed and the
store of H. D. Reinken was the next
to go. Two blocks of residences
were swept away, the volunteer force
of fire fighters being powerless to
cope with the flames.
The loss is
estimated at over $100,000, partially
covered by insurance. Scores of res
idents lost all of their household
goods and are without shelter. A
number were brought to this city to
night.

Vatrous,

i

'j

...

t

;

Is Now, Open
CIMARRON;

Best Beer on tap. Imported
Wines. Superior Whisky

'

V

NEW MEXICO
:

A. E. RILEY

PERSIAN TOWNS

Cigars, Candies, Tobacco
FRESH

HOME-MAD- E

BREAD A SPECIALTY
Next Dcor to Postoffice

ATNTFRS W
APER HANGERS
Special attention
kinds of work solicited.
v v - a Je- v . Country Orders. '

BE,

paid to
'

41

1

Talk

of Damaging
Between Defen

ants
Durango, Colo., April 28. The
prosecution has opened a bewildering broadside of damning evidence
in the
murder
trial that has sent a chill of fear and
dread through the friends of the
prisoners.
The testimony of three new wit
nesses was strongly against the men,
who admit they killed Secret Srv-icAgent James A. Walker of Dcn- Mason-Vanderwei-

BASE BALL RESULTS

er.

Western League.

The last of these witnesses was
Lincoln 5, Omaha I
Santiago
Gardunio, a Mexican conCity game at Den
Moines game at vict 22 years old, who testified that
ver and I'ueblo-Dc- s
Pueblo postooned; cold.
he overheard a conversation between
Mason and Vanderweide in the DuAmerican League.
rango jail.
At Cleveland
Cleveland
ir, De
Gardunio said: "Joe Vanderweide,
troit
he say to Mason, he say they ought
At New York N'ew York 7, Bos not take blame.
He say they don't
ton 4.
kill Walker, somebody else would
At
Philadelphia Philadelphia 4 Then Joe he say worst thing about
Washington f.
it was Walker shot from
behind
At Lincoln
Denver-Siou-

x

S- -

At St.
cago 3;

Loui
St.
innings.

Louis

3,

Chi-

Mason say maybe not show . very
well, maybe shots show from side.
"Vanderweide he ask Mason if he
National League.
drawed gun from Walker's pocket.
At Boston Boston 2, New York 3. Mason say he took gnu from pocket
At Brooklyn Brooklyn I, Phila and rolled body over once or twice.
I don't know whether he say
he
delphia 5.
rolled body once ar if he say twice.
Other games postponed.
Vanderweide then say Mason ought
'o shot one or two shots out WalkCOL. McCORD, ARIZONA
VETERAN, PASSES AWAY er's pun. Masr.n said there was on-.- '
shot out and that was enough.
"T was in jail corridor just outside
Phoenix, Ariz., April 2$ Col. Myron H. McCord, collector of cus- their cell' the Mexican concluded
toms at Nogales, died here yester- 'not more than two feet away. It
day, aged 67 years. Mr. McCord was maybe I o'clock at night, 1 hear
Vanderweide do most ot
who was a native of Pennsylvania, it all.

it

was a veteran of the civil war. He
also served in congress from Wisconsin,
lie came to Phoenix in the
'oos. since which time he had figured conspicuously in Arizona polines,
lie was governor of Arizona
n
when the
war began, by appointment of President
M,c Kin Icy.
He resigned and started to the
front in command of the Firsrt Ter-- 1
ilorial Volunteers, but the regiment
cnly got as far as Chickamauga.
the
war he had served as
Since
United States marshal aiid collector
of the port of Nogales.

ialkinc."

BY

Spanish-America-

'

skull was crushed.

'

STUDENTS PINCHED FOR
SLEEPING IN BOX CARS

citmi
dVmi

nrcTDnvrn

UL31IUHLft

SCOUT
BOAT

Harwich, Kngkuul, April 2S. The
Liritish torpedo boat destroyer Gala
was cut in two and sunk early today
off Ketish Knock., in the North sea,
bv t!it scout Attentive. '
The torpedo boat destroyer Ribble
liso was involved in the collision and
returned to Sheerness with two com
partments full of water. '
The flotilla was engaged in night
ocmaneuvers when the accident
F.n,';neer Lieutenant Frank
curred.
A. Fletcher of the Gala, who was in
is mini; ;:t tne point iwnere tn"
destroyer was struck, went down
with the vessel. There was no other
loss of life.
The accident of today resembles
many respects that which was" 'met
by the torpedo boat destroyer Tiger.
which collided with and was sunk hv
the liritish cruiser Berwick while en
gaged in night maneuvers ' off the
Isle ot Wight on .April 2.
he number of lives lost on that occasion,
however, was thirty-six- .
11

11

Fort Collins, April 2R. Four stu
dents of the State Agricultural col
lege made a wager with several of
their fellow students that they would
sleep in box cars in the local yards
tonight. They found the cars and ITALIANS SMOTHERED
were about asleep when the night
IN NEW YORK HOTEL
watchman foun dthem and took
them to the city jail. Late tonight
New York, April 28. Sir Italian
they secured their release and now
declare that the students with whom were suffocated by illuminating flis
they made th wager tipped off to this afternoon in an upper floor of
the officer.
the Pranks hotel. The bodies were
discovered at 4 o'clock and all were
dead. All were laborers who would
have sailed tomorrow for Italy. It
is believed that one of the party1
blew out the gas.
1

".London, April

Al

Talks

e

.

PROMINENT RANCHMAN
KILLED IN RUNAWAY
Grand Junction, April 28. Frank
Parsons, aged 43, and a prominent
resilient of the Grand "valley, reand wisCan act with effectiveness
dom."
The national
government ceived injuries in a runaway this
,
should supervise,
the issuance afternoon from which he died three
Af the securities of any combination hours' later,
lie was driving h team
doing interstate business.
of mules when they started to run,
overturning the wagon.
Parsons
was caught under the box and his

KURDS MASSACRE

Witness in Walker Case

.

'

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

DEFENCE IS

I

Painter

BE!

and Paperhanger

;

8.

A

dpatch

from
Peter-bursays that 2,000 Kurds of
the Zcrsa, Momash and
Mergevire
tribes are makjng an expedition of
pillage and murder in Persia jus
ever the Russian frontier.
, They are burning villages,
destroying telegraphs and killing and plundering on every hand. The men and
youths 0 the attacked villages have
advanced to meet the invaders time
and time again, but in each instance
most of the defenders have been
killed, while their villages have been
destroyed and many of their women
carried into captivity.
In the village of Dumatchin, the
t
inhabitants took refuge in a mosque
and there they were roasted alive by

the barbarians.

SEVEN DIE

IN CRASH

MANIAC'S VICTIM
MAY

LOS ANGELES WAITER A
DEFAULTING CASHIER

f
WINES, LIQUOR.S
and CIGARS
.

BONDED WHISKEY

'

a SPECIALTY

J

LEGAL TENDER BAR. :
HARRY K. GRUBBS, Proprietor '
'

COOR'S

i

'

"...

i

.i

.

'

'

,

i

'C

'

Í

Sign Painting a Specially

'

GOLpEW .

.BEER

Los Angeles, April 28 Fred Lubb,
alias W. W. Williams, was arrested
yesterday for the alleged embezzlement of $14,500 from the First Na-

SOLICITED,

Shop Located in ' Back
of Wilson's, Blacksmith
Shop

--

.,.

,.

tional bank of Dillsboro, Ind. Detectives have been searching for
Lubb for the last three weeks, and
located him Saturday acting as a
waiter in a restaurant.
-

,

WANTED Girl or general houseMust know how to cook. Permanent position for right person.
Enquire of Cimarron Citiizens.

work.

RECOVER

Ann Arbor, Mich., April 28. Seven persons are dead and many are
seriously injured as a result of a
serious wreck which occurred this
afternoon on the interurban a short
distance out of this city. The car
which leaves here at 1:59 p. m., was

telescoped near Smith's station

Pueblo, April 28. Mrs. Ed. Jones,
whose skull was fractured yesterday
by Edward MacKelfee, a negro inmate of the state insane asylum, is
much better today, and attending
physicians now state that she has a
bty chatKc for recovery.

an incoming local, both cars being
demolished.
The collision occurred
on A ciirve and tbe passengers had
:;o chance to save themselves by
jumping.
A misunderstanding., concerning a new schedule which went
into effect for the first time today,
is believed to, have been responsible

tor the catastrophe.

RANCH BRINGS LARGE SUM
Delta, April 28. J. E. Moore today sold his ranch in the Gunnison
valllcy to W. L. Clark of Randolph,
Iowa, for $40,000.
This is the largest real estate deal that has taken
place here during the present year.
.

f
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take advantage of being able to do
Weekly Paper, published each C
I
some good to others as well as helpWednesday, in the interests o
yourself get rid of such material.
ing
Cimarron the Cimarron Valley,
'
Colfax County, and the
i
tor v of New Mexico.
LEAP TO DEATH FROM
Price, 2.00 per year.
CXXXXXXXX30000C300CCOOOCOCOU

CinARRON LUMBER CO.
LUMBER, SHINGLES AND BUIDTNG MATERIAL OF
' EVERY
DESCRIPTION, AND BUILDER'S HARDWARE, SASH, DOORS,
FIXTURES, PAINTS, OILS, LIME, CEMENT. A SPECIALTY OF
INTERIOR FINISH.

SIX STORY BUILDING

.

.

Now York, .April 27. Despondent
because of financial troubles, Long
Wundo, 40 years of age, a China
man prominent among his country
men in this city, committed suicide
earlv today by jumping from the
tenement house
roof of a
He was almost
in Eighth avenue.
Let us be more guarded in our tales, mstantly killed.
SILLY TALK.
Long was a member of the firm
and when we have pipe dreams, if of Long, Song
Ti & Co., dealers in
It has been said that there are two we must have them, let us see t art curious in Fifth avenue. The
reasons why people don't mind their they can't be of the sort as will at demand for Chinese curios disapOne is that they least cause no harm. We almost said peared almost entirely as a result of
own business.
haven't any mind, and the other is that if .we must have pipe dreams, let the recent financial crisis in this
country, according to one of the dead
lhat they have no business. This is
.is sec that they are of the sort that
man's friends, and Long's firm suftrue indeed, but the Citizen would
adsuch
But.
will
Cimarron.
boost
a
little
idea
carry
the
further,.
fered severely and Long became delike to
and find out why some people per- vice is unnecessary, in fact, it is spondent.
The firm of which Long was a
sist in talking silly, nonsensical, pretty poor advice. Cimarron is all
worse than foolish talk. There might here in every respect, and she needs member has branches in Canton and
be many reasons, but the Citizen has no pipe dreams of any sort to boost Hong Kong and Long had a jewelry
1 he plain unvarnished business in San Francisco. He was
been unable to find a single good her along.
reason for such a performance. A truth is all that is needed to place reputed to be wealthy.
mjmber of men, that should know her where she is bound to be placed
JURY IN BAVARI CASE
better have been spreading the re some time in the near future. The
port around that in 1881 and again in truth about the resources and future
Canon City, April 27. A jury was
)8w the Cimarron river has overflow- of Cimarron is good enough without secured tonight in the case of
So let
ed its banks and rushed through indulging in smoke visions.
Bavari, the
Florence Italian
the us get together and tell everyone the charged with the murder of four of
down along
new
town
railroad track in such a volume truth about Cimarron, let up keep his countrymen. The opening arguand so deep that a man would have talking truth at any and all times, in ments were heard and the taking of
to swim his horse where the depot and out of season, and before long, evidence will begin in the 'morning.
now stands. The Citizen has inves- we will have a town here that will be
tigated this report and finds, from known far and wide as an
hustling, thriving pushing
that there is
talking with
place;
one
that will do all things for
it.
in
not a single grain of truth
Jt is true that the river was high ill men.
m 1881 and that it did get out of its
GREATER CIMARRON.
banks, but within the memory of the
risen
has
never
oldest inhabitants, it
All over the country one hears
:nto old town, nor has it ever been
much
talk ot greater .cw x oi k,
of
north
along
it
high
rushed
that
so
Chicago, greater St. Louis,
greater
the iinesa on which the water tanks
ml greater this and that. All these
highest
water
Even
the
Maud.
Cheap
known has in it done any extent of laces are already great, and need no
Jim tneir pcopic
There are more greatness.
damage in Cimarron.
Ina
many people here who can remember go after a thing with a snap and
They
rest.
they
ever
back to iHijo and without exception push, nor do
they all say that the report is untrue. think greatness, and probably dream
lint this is all right, and
Mr. Henry Lambert, who has lived greatness,
Leave
is
such a course pursued in
it
exactly
111
Cimarron every since 1873 states
cities
made
their
has
lhat the water has never reached any the past that
where near the point at which it would what they are. The Citizen does not
Pueblo, April 27. Foreigners are
flood the entire flat between the rail- believe it is made of too imaginative
proper
the
with
beginning
it
says
to leave this country; imwhen
that
road tracks and the river, to say uoth
who
.we
of
the
part
work
of
on
ports, but from the inland staes they
ing of having overflowed down alonx sort
the north side of the mesa. In order are already here, Cimarron also can arc returning home. It is estimated
to make it necessary for a man to become great Possibly none of us that over 2,000 have left Pueblo in
swim hs horse where the depot now will ever see it a city of more than the past year, and bands of aliens
stands, the water would have to rise thirty or forty thousand, possibly from different parts of the state are
about forty feet. The present chan- more, or possibly less, but we will continually passing through Pueblo
nel is wide enough to accomodate an see it a place that is known all over headed for their native lands.
The recent panic is given as a par
immense volume oí water, and when the country at large if we do the
the river overflows into the flats along right thing. It takes work, constant tial cause for their sudden migration
each sided, still more water would and unceasing. It takes time, brains, during the past few months; this,
extremely low
the
be required to bring it up to the dan- and upright dealings with each other together with
ger mark. When one considers that and others. But above all, it takes rates now offered by the railroad
Every little thing and steamship - companies which
the fall of the river is over a foot united elifort.
improvement, no makes it possible for them to travel
helps.
small
Every
given
velocity
the
and
hundred,
the
to
the water by such a all, he will be- matter how small, tends to build up from Pueblo to the southern coungin to realize the inestimable quanti- and develop. A tree here and there, tries of Europe for something like
ty of water it would take to reach the grass planted, flower beds growing, $50, induces many to florsake the
point that the report insists it reach yards trimmed and fenced, neat land of the stars and stripes.
Labor commissioners, .who have
ed. When this point is reached, the houses, and streets neatly kept, all
river would be about a half a mile go to make a town "St pleasant place investigated the conditions since forto live in. In fact the "City Beauti- eign labor became in such demand
wide or more
The whole story is so absurd, anj ful" is what we should aim at. It by the big contracting companies,
so unreasonable that the Citizen pays. It means money in the pock- report that the men hiring the forcotnes near making a fool of itself by ets of each and every one of us to eigners claim they are finding it
noticing it at all. But it is just such keep our places clean, trim and neat. cheaper to pay higher salaries and
absurd and false reports that do a It induces others to Jo the eaime, and secure more intelligent workmen.
Despite federal legislation to the
large amount of damage to a city or induces others to invest in our neighcommunity, if they are persisted in borhood, property advances. Others contrary, it is known that in many
and not denied. The Citizen can see come in elsewhere, and soon iwe will plaices foreign contract labor is still
no reason why such a report has been have a city here that will susprise us used, many of the railroad companies found themselves in a dilemma
circulated, unless it is one with the when we take the next census.
But every
little detail must be during the threatened panic of a few
express intention of doing Cimarron
harm. While most people sec that watched. Any breach of what should months back owing to their inability
such a tale is without foundation at he done, means just that much more to let out their foreign laborers, and
experience new
all, still there are some credulous per work to do in making our already profiting by that
sons that might be induced to be beautiful city what it should be. For contracts are refused as the old ones
The .writer noticed tfiat expire, and the foreigners, finding it
lieve the tale, anil repeat it to others instance.
who have not seen the situation am Home one had hauled a lot of ashes hard to get work, go home.
Most of the aliens now journeywho would naturally believe
the tin cans, rtc, on to a vacant lot in the
fake hood. Should this report get out north end of town, and dumped it ing homeward belong to the southariinnd the territory, it might be the there to remain an eye sore to every ern countries of Europe. It is nomeans of keeping some people from passer by. Because all of our streets ticeable that the Japanese find this
locating at Cimarron. In any event, are as yet not brought to grade, there country to their liking and the pereven though it is so absurd, it will are a number of aroyos and ditches centage who annually return to the
nevertheless tend to injure and not that will some time have to be filled. realm of the mikado is small; the
help the growth of Cimarron. Peo One large one was not one hundred same is true of the Greeks, who
pic who continue. o spread a report feet from the place this refuse was seem able to prosper when Austrians
of this kind are in a very poor sort dumped on. But the person who did and Italians find it convenient to
oí business, if business it can be call- - the deed, was either too foolish to leave.
!.
Another fact the ignorant immi
The Citizen rather thinks that see that he would be doing good by
they are in a very poor sort o lark helping fill the aroyo, or else he was grant is beginning to realize is that
Any
of business.
word spoken too indifferent or too lazy to take the stories of America as related in
against Cimarron is bound to retard the little extra trouble necessary the other hemisphere are somewhat
,ts growth and development in some Such things should not be, if we want exaggerated and that even in this
small measure and such a false re- to have our city what it should be. land of milk and honey he will find
port is the worst kind of "Knocking." Every one should take an interest in his low labor prices competed by his
The best that can be said of those everything and see that at least his own countrymen. Through his igno
who are telling uch talcs is that they own part is done and done well. It rance he is also compelled to dearc harmless and merely like to hear is a small matter, but everything pend on the services of someone,
themselves talk. Let us quit this sort helps. Let us get together and look usually of his own country, to se
ot talk in the future and get together after the little things. They alt count cure work and in many instances
and see what good we can say of Let each do his best and do it at all soon finds himself overridden by a
Cimarron, how we can help fier grow times. It may be a little trouble, but padrone who is as much bis master
and how we can begin that growth in the end it will pay over a thous- as though slavery were legal.
,t
The more intelligent races quickly
once.
The Citizen does not be- and fold. Let us see that in the fulieve that the report referred to was ture unsightly objects such as ashes secure a working knowledge ot tne
spread with any intention to do and refuse are not thrown permis- - English language and shift for them
harm, but such thoughtless talk is cuously around There are plenty, of selves, and in fewer instances are
hound to accomplish that very, thing. placet where just such material is discontented.
:
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Such as Store Fronts, Office Fixture
kinds of building, we don't pause an

Kinds of

Furnish all

to

w OR ft

Exterior and Interior Finish for all
grunt as if to impress you that we
doubted our ability to fill your orde for any material in the building line.
Did it ever occur to you that the CI vf MARRON LUMBER CO. has the
best retail lumber plant in the Southwest, and our prices are in a line witlt
other large lumber dealers.

While Cimarron is fortunately locat d in the healthiest part of the world,
we are not here for our health. Dont mistake us. Give us a chance at
your business. Keep shy of any concern that advertises to give you something for nothing. Our motto is "The Golden Rule."

Come and Let Us Know Yoor Wants

CIMARRON LUMBER CO.

An-to-

s,

You

Cimarron, New Mexico
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Fresh Vegetables Every Friday.
Exclusive Agency for Chase &
Sanborn's Famous Teas and Coffees. Suits Made to Order, Fit
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is located in the exact geographical center of Colfax County, New Mexico, where two of the County's most important railroads, the St.

Louis,

Rocky Mountain & Pacific and the El Paso & Southwestern cross each other at right angles. The St. Louis. Rocky Mountain & Pacific is an
east and west road and the El Paso & Southwestern, a north and south road. Thus its roads tap every part ot the great county that gave Col- Furthermore, Colfax is in the exact
fax its name.

Center of the Agricultural Belt
and lies midway between the stockraising belt and the great Colfax County coal fields, the greatest coal fields in the world.
Colfax being the geographical center of the county, the railroad center of the county, the agricultural center of the county and the
and coal mining center of the county, it is sure to become the business center of the county, which means that if will be the

stock-raisin-

g

Busiest City in the SoutKwest
for Colfax county is the richest county in point of natural resources in the United States.

Colfax Coiity Has
1,000 Square Miles of Timber Land,

1,000 Square Miles of Coal Land,

1,500,000 Acres of Grazing Land,
1,000,000 Acres of Farming Lands, with 2 Acre Feet of Available Flood Water for Each Acre.
100,000 Acres of Gold, Silver, Copper, Lead and Iron Bearing Mineral Lands.
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Cimarron, flew Mexico

Golfax, flew Eiexico

MEXCAN TROOPS HURRIED TO

HUN WANTED

THE FRONTIER OF GUATEMALA
There
today
that
here
rumor
a
presistent
is
rumors of a most disquieting nature
,D,4
L.
Un If avil"lH
Kir
state department from Guatemala.
According to the reports, President Diaz has called a cabinet
meeting to discuss Central American
This imeeting is said to be
affairs.
scheduled for tomorrow.
Jt is declared that the United
States and Mexico have reached an
agreement regarding Central American affairs and that important developments are about to materialire.
It is reported here on good author- City

of

Mexico,

April

27.

..:.

GREAT DAMAGE
Denver, April 27. The killing
frost of Saturday and last night
touched Colorado only in spots, and
some
while
trees are slightly the
worse for the fall in temperature,
others arc cut off from ' yielding a
single barrel of apples, or a basket
of plums or cherries. The plum and
cherry trees in and around Denver
suffered most, and there is little
chance that they will yield at all.
The apple trees escaped with less
damage.

ity that six battalions of Mexican
troops have been ordered to proceed
at once to La Fachulte Paca, on
n
frontier
the
Whether this movement of troops i
connected in any way with the recent disturbances in Guatemala could

FOR MURDER

Mexican-Guatemala-

iiot be verified.

DR. CARMICHEAL

VERY

Stabbed Son of Judge!
With Pitchfork in Native Village of Varbo

LOW

A. K. Carmicheai's condition
Trinndad, Colo., April 28
was reported practicafy
by means of letters
he
Located
He is gradually growing
unchanged.
in
land,
his
relatives
native
wrote
to
l,
Carmkh-eaweaker.
His brother, J. S.
of Franklin, Pa., is expected t Joseph Toth, a Hungarian employed
arrive here today.
by the Carbon Coal and Coke company at Cokedale, was arrested yesDr.

last night

GIRL SNEEZING TO DEATH

JACK FROST DOES

ACRE

Atlantic City, April 27. Miss Eva
May English, of English Creek, on
the mainland, is dying as a result of
a sneezing fit that has lasted three
days and which her physicians are
still unable to check.
The girl started to sneeze after a
coughing speed, and sneezed 325
times in one hour today. Her nose
and throat passages are badly swolExlen from the constant racking.
perts have been summoned to try to
stop the iatal attack.

BASE BALL RESULTS
Western League.

At Denver Denver ro, Sioux City
the At Pueblo Pueblo 6, Des Moines
It At Lincoln Lincoln 6, Omaha 5.

2.

2.
Over on the western slope
frost bit with relentless vigor.
was not so severe as the freezing
National League.
period of last April, but it did considerable damage. It is estimated, At Boston Boston 1, New York 2.
thought, that rf but 0 per cent, of At Brooklyn Brooklyn 5, Philadelphia 6.
the blossoms are saved it will be a
Cincinnati 2, St. Louis
good crop, because the trees were At Cincinnati
very heavily, laden. The rest the
0.
"
game postponed
orchards enjoyed last year made Chicago-Pittsbur- g
cold weather.
them too heavy with blossoms, all
of which could not ahve matured.
American League.
Smudge fires burned through SaturCleveland 3 Detroit I
day and Sunday nights in the orch- At Clevelannd
ards on the western slope, .those who Philadelphia Philadelphia 2, Washington 1.
have no fruit interests working hard
New York I, Bosto help those who have, so that Col- At New York
ton 0.
orado might not sufer a second consecutive year of fruit famine.
At St. Louis St. Louis 5, Chicago 6.

terday by Undersheriff Kreeger and
United State Deputy Leonard De
Lue on the charge of having murdered the son of the judge in his native village, Varbo, Hungary.
The deputy left yesterday for Den
ver with his prisoner and the mat
ter will be brought before the United
States commissioners at Denver to
secure the necessary papers to enable the Hungarian
authorities to
take the prisoner back to that country for trial.
According to accounts of the
crime for which Toth is wanted received here by relatives, the two men
quarreled in a hayfield over the elec

tion of the parish priest. Toth is al
loged to have stabbed his victim with
a pitchfork and Toth's father is also
said to have attacked him with a
knife. Both werre tried and acquitted on the grounds of self defense,
it not being known at that time that
the judge's son was seriously hurt.
The assault is said to have taken
place about eight months ago. Following the trial young Toth came

Mm. ARKELL,

GENERAL

Manager

HARDWARE,

to America and about two months
ago, the judge's son died of his injuries.
The elder Toth was again
arrested and the Hungarian authorities have since been trying to locate Joseph. A few weeks ago, letters were received at the village of
AcVarbo, postmarked Cokedale.
cordingly Deputy DeLue was sent
here in an effort to locate the man.
Undersheriff Kreeger had no difficulty in locating the man because of
a peculiar scar which he has over
one eye. The man made no effort
to escape from the deputy. He has
two brothers working in the mines
in this section.
A report gained circulation yesterday that the man was wanted in
connection with an anarchistic plot
to murder Francis Josef, but this
story is repudiated by those who
with the true facts.

Cutlery, Ammunition, Tinware,
Graniteware, Majestic Ranger,
Sanitary Plumbing & Heating,

T
113 N.

S

N

SHOP

Second St. Raton. N.

M.

LITTRELL BROS.
CIMARRON,

NEW MEXICO

8S9BB3

Because it
cannot understand
George Ade's slang, London does not
laugh at "The College Widow." But
that is the whole joke of the matter. Alas! these dense British.

DREADED PLAGUE TURNS BUSY
CITY INTO PLACE OF SILENCE
Caracas, April 21, via Port of
Spain,1 Trinidad, April 27. As a result of the decree issued by President Castro closing the port of La
Guaira for a period of fifteen days,
La Guaira today is completely isolated and business is at a standstill.

a. o.arey
TljT

M rs.

several deaths from it. Houses where
there have been death are being
burned.
The government has not yet
that this illness is the

bubonic plague, and it is Impossible
to get reliable official statistics regarding the cases and fatalities. AcThe train service between La cording to information supplied by
Guaira and Caracas has been discon- the consular corps there have been
tinued, a military and sanitary cor- hfty deaths in five weeks.
roa surrounds the port, no business
There is a possibility that steamis being done and there is practic- ers' will stop calling even at Puerto
ally nobody on the streets.
Cabello and as a result the price
There are several new cases of the of provisions in Caracas is rising
fatal disease every day, as well as rapidly.

CALL AND SEE US IN OUR NEW

STORE

Make Everything and Repair
Anything in the Harness Line

We

Hand

liado Harness

a

Specialty

Norman Wilkins
FIRE INSURANCE
CIMARRON,

NEW MEMICO
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Is the Richest Single County in point of Natural Resources in the United States

1

Compare the following Statistics (taken from Government, Territorial and private Geographical and Hydrographical surveys and reports), with those
boasted of by other counties:

1000 Square Miles oí Coal. 1000 Square Miles of Timber. 1,500,000 Acres oí Grazing Lands
1,000,000 Acres of Farming Lands With two feet of Available Flood Waters for each and
every acre.
100,000 Acres of Gold, Silver, Copper, Jead and Iron" Bearing Mineral Lands.
1
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THE EXACT GEOGRAPHICAL CENTER OF THE CIMARRON VALLEY, where the beautiful Cimarron Cano opens out on to the prairie, and is the most
ideal location in the Valley. The Coke, Coal, Ore and Timber all come down hill to Cimarron, where the Railroads from the mineral districts, the
coal camps and the timber districts center. Below and adjoinining He the choicest farming lands in the great southwest.

TOWN LOTS,

25x140 FEET,

SO FAR AS CAN BE ASCERTAINED,

RANGE.

IN

PRICE FROM

$25.00

TO

$250.00.

CIMARRON IS THE ONLY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES THAT HAS' NOT FELT THE EFFECTS OF THE PANIC.
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CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO.

THE CITIZEN
Published Every Wednesday by
GEO. E. REM LEY.

Cecal and Personal
Frank Mullin and Mr. Bolch
returned to Raton last Sunday afternoon, after spending a few days here
in Cimarron
2.á'.ÍÚ
Mr.

'

'

Mr. and Mrs. Evans, of Kochlcr,'
were over Sunday visitors in Cimarron, coming in on the excursion to
attend the ball game.
Mr. Win. Fanning, who, has been
drivipg the stage between here and
F.lizabcthtown. has resigned his position and will work on; the V. S.
' .
Ranch in the future. .
-

A' largely attended dance was given by Juan Charette- - last Saturday
evening at ' the" Aztec Hall, and a
most enjoyable time is reported.
Mr. C. E. l'.olch, of Annapolis, Mo.,
is in Cimarron looking into the' conditions j with a, view of investing in
business here.. Mr. Bold) is an ex-

The Alpers Express Co., has in
creased their equipment by the ad- dilion of a fine surrey purchased
from Norman Wilkins, who has re
ccntly started a farm implement and
carriage business.

Mr. Hubert Remlcy, of Minneapo- - EBBBRWl vgm.tittmmmnHgsai
lis, Minn., has been visiting his bro
ther, Geo. E. Remley, for the past
'
few days. Mr. Remlcy is very much
interested in New Mexico and espec
"
ially in Colfax county, agreeing that
i
r
this section of the county is the
D. K. Cole, of the Townsitc office
dream of the southwest.
force, spent a day in Koehlcr last
week on business.
Fred Lambert is back from Santa
Fc, where he took the civil service
Pete St. Clair is again driving the examinations.
He states that he
stage between Cimaron and Eliza
will hear the results in about thirty
bethtown.
4ays.
There can be no doubt but
that Mr. Lambert successfully qual- Mr. Rinker, of the Yankee Fuel fied.
Co., was in Cimarron last Sunday to
attend the ball game.

BMiiia.i'twmiti'WBf,

'

'

''

-

'

T. S. KEEFER, Prop.

,

WILL OPEN NEXT WEEK

JUST SOUTH OF DEPOT

-

Kinds of Laundry Done at ReaAH

Sammons, the enterprising
i "Bob"
umber man from, the Ocate logging
Mi 's Katheryñ, t Peden went to district was in Cimarron last SaturKochlcr last Saturday evening to at- day, on business.
Mr. Sammons
tend' the' dance of the Kochlcr Ath- states that with the exception of a
,
...
letic Club.
fewshort stretches, the road between
here and Ocate is in good condition.
J. J.
the store keeper of the
St. 1.., R. M. & Pac. R. R. Co.,' went
I Tarry Steen was a business visitor
to Raton last Saturday morning on
' ";
business!'
'V-152,3 in Raton last Saturday and Sunday.
Mr.. Steen is deeply interested in the
Mr. Walker, the time and book- instituting of a Cotnmandery of the
keeper of, the Cglt & Wiudburn. Co., Knights of jColumbits, which is being
which is operating on the - Rayado, organized in Raton, and it was part
ly for this purpose that the trip was
was in Cimarron last' Saturday.
made. While in Raton, he gave part
F. W. Brooks, and Juan Charette of his itme in advertising the excurhave returned from Ocate, where sion for the baseball game between
they went on business.
Mr. Brooks Yankee and Cimarron last Sunday.
is very enthusiastic over the merits
f the Lake Charette Irrigation project.
THE NEW TOWN OF

perienced banker and U looking into
the proposition of establishing a
He states
bank here in Cimarron.
that he is a firm believer in the future of New Mexico, and thinks Colfax county and especially the Cimarron Valley is easily the leader in
X. M. Cainmcron,
the foreman of
business and farming opportunities the Manning ranch on thc'Ponil, was
a business visitor in Cimarron last
V. . Frank Mullin, of Ironton, Mo., Saturday, returning
to the raiich
cturncd to Cimarron after Sunday morning.
lias
spending a few days in Raton on
Mr. II. C. Gimson was an oyer
Sunday visitor in Cimarron.
He
W Tí. Williams, of the Cimarron satc,s that the wind has been blowLumber Co., has been confined to ing fearfully at his ranch, and that
his bed for a day or so With a slight his tent was torn to shreds by an esI.
attack of tonsilitis, but is now able pecially .strong blast
to be attending to his duties once
Mr. Harry Stecn is in receipt of a
more.
letter from E. J. Bclton, formerly of
Frank. Sullivan left last Wednes- Cimarron, but now located in Joliet.
day uith a team belonging to the Al- 111. Mr. Belton states that he has a
pers Express Co. to ronvey a party fine position with a railroad there
of telephone linemen to Taos. The and is very comfortably settled. He
telephone line has been out of re wished to be remembered to all his,
pair, and the workmen are now fix- numerous friends, and in order to
d
ing all breaks and repairing all de- keep in touch with his old home,
to the Cimarron Citizen.
fects in the line.
.

sonable Prices.

.

sub-oribe-

And Delivered
Free of Charge.

Hand.. Work Our Specialty.
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THE BEST HOTEL ON THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN

FRENCH

Trial

Cimarron stop at the

11

.

--

Goods Called For

ROUTE

Rates $3,00 Per Day

LOTS in the new town of French,
at the junction of the Atchison,
and Santa Fe and Rock Island
Railroads, will be for sale on MAY
To-pe-

FIRST.
Here are splendid openings for 'all
kinds of business. The town is backed by 40,000 acres of irrigated lands
close to fuel and lumber, and will be
a WINNER.
Water works, sewerage and parks
will be installed by the Town Site
Company.
Special inducements will be añade
to Schools and churches.
Liberal terms. Come and see us
or write for full information to R. J.
DOBELL, General Town Site Agent
No. 1740 Stout Street, Denver, Colorado, or Springer, New Mexico.

MRS. D, M. SAVAGE, Manager
sional conventions, a lively fight between C. C. Hamlin of Colorado
Spriitgs and Crawford Hill of Denver seems imminennt. Hill wants to
MAY CLASH
be delegate-at-larg- e
and Hamlin
wants Clyde Devon of Canon City
TODAY
:o have the honor. Hill is obdurate
md refuses to give an inch in favor
Pueblo, April 27. On the eve of of the new ruler of El Paso, and
the Republican state and congres Hamlin declares he will carry the

HILL

AND

HAMLIN

scrap to the floor of the convention
tomorrow unless he can have his
way. The tcity is filled with prominent Republicans from all over the
'
state.
Dislocated Democrats' who kick
and run away may live to kick an
other, day.
tí Ü.iiUtii
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OF NEW MEXICO
Fourth; The affairs of this corpor $250.00.
tors of the Custer Mining Company,
Office of the Secretary.
ation shall be managed and controlled
J. W. Hendrick, Middlctown, Ind. a Corpoj-atioorganized under and in
INCORPORATION
by a Boa,rd of. Nine Directors,; which $500.00.'- - -'
CERTIFI- "
accord with the laws of the Territory
f
'J. board shall have the power and "u
. ;
IN TESTIMONY''; WHEREOF, of New Mexico, desiring to limit the
' ') CATE.
1' I. Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the thority to.t sell,' ssignj .niQrt gage and the said undersigned "have thereunto liability of the stockholders of said
.corporation,' as p'rovidid', by. Jaw, do
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby convey the property and assets of the set their hands this 13th day
such terms and 1908.
hereby certify and declare,;
..certify that there was filed for.fecprd corporation upon
'''
conditions .as ' they .shall prescribe (Signed): ..
''v
First.
y
in this .office
,.
Nine.o clock A,
"
Smith,
'f-- '
There shall be no stockholders"
TD..
on therentyrpifthily of April, A. whether fbf caih; ?or .propectypr
'
stock or ..bonds!. Of Vny other corporV.
E.
Reynolds,
;
liability
;M.
,jon
any stock isof
"J
..'
.1)., IQoi
aiccount
'i
ation, jjroVided'.liowevery, that, with
H. J. Niswonger,
sued by said Custer Mining Company.
ARTICLES VT5F IcÓRPORA-- Í
referencej)o the sa': of the real
W. W. Hadfield,
Second.
TION OF THE
.
'
property
, pt
E. Heck,
tne corporation, upon
COMPANY,!
The principal office of said Cor',
CUSTER MINING'
which its 'principal basifiess is con
'
I. H. Hawes,
poration is located in the town of
(No. 5443).
Í
S. A. Hawes,
Cimarron, in the County of Colfax
' Wherefore: The eroporators 11am-,e- d ducted, the samé shall not be old
except by a vote of the majority of
W. E. Wilkinson,
and Territory pf New Mexico, and
in the said articles arid ,wHp have
tne stocK at a regular meeting or
y.;
J.' W. Hedrick,
the name of the agent therein and in
signed the same, and their successors
called meeting.;1;
.A. 5. Miller, .
charge thereof, on whom
process
ami. assigns, are hereby declared to
"
Geo. E. Remley.
;
Said board shall eject one of its
may be. served, is Geo. E. Remley.
be. from this date until the 25th day
State of- Ohio, )
Vke Pres
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we
of April, Nineteen Hundred and members as President-an'
idenf
)ss
and
shall.
Secretary,
have set our hands and seals, this
and
elects
Fifty-eigh- t,
a Corporation by the
County" of Darke )
13th day of April, 1908.
same and for the purposes set forth a I reasurcr, who inay, or' may not
Personally, appeared before the un (Signed)
be,
of,
members
Board,
stock
or
the.
i.'i
in said articles.
dersigned, Notary Public, in and
T. D. Smith,
Given tinder my hand and the holders of'said Company.'
for said county, H. J. Niswonger, I.
The
said
Board
of
E. M. Reynolds,
may
Directors
reat Seal of the Territory of New
Reynolds. T. D.
II. J. Niswonger,
Mexico, at the City of Santa' Fe, the meet at such time and place, whether H. Hawes. E. M.
Wilkinson, W. W. Had- W. W. Hadfield,
Capita
day of April, hi, the Territory "of. Nvvs Mexico, ,0r mith, W.
on this
some other.. States or, Teffitory ofthe-- i field, E. Heck, and S. A. Haw,es, perE.
Heck,
A.. D. .4908.,
..vf:
.vs
í
united Mates; as said Board may sonally known to me to be the den- I. H. Hawes,
.
NATHAN JAFFA,
S. A.' Hawes,
Secretary of New Mexico determine, and the President or any tieal persons who signed the; fore
, (Seal
W. B. Wilkinson,
íidwin. ;1. Xoard, Assistant Secretary three directors may caj $ meeting going instrument, and acknowledged
of the said Board at :uhy such' time or
é. execution thereof 'to be .their vol
W. Hedrick,
J.
"
v
place as. they may deem f)roper,',pf
untary
deed.
1
A. S. Miller,
fERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO
WITNESS my hand this 13th da'y
that not less than five days
Geo. E. Remley.
4
Oitfcé of the Secretary.
'
f April, 1008.
notice thereof
direcall
to
State of Ohio, )
.?
CERTIFICATE OF' COMPARv tors. Said
!
Board o jDirectfies, shall feigned):'
)ss
t QA IÍEETER,
,r-i
U'ison.:
"
'
also have the power" to 'remove the Seal)
Notary
Public.
County of Darke, )
7 I, Nathan Jaffa, 'Secretary Nf the
President, Secretary or Treaiutrer.and State of Indiana,)
Personally appeared before, the un
Tcrriry''j1pf New Mexjcti, do hereby elect a successor
any
at
they
ss..
time
dersigned,
Notary Public, in and for
certify that there was filed fur record shall deem it
;
the best interest of said, totality 'of If cnry)j ,;!,,,:;,''
s;iid county, II. J. Niswonger, I. II.
tins'1 office "it Nine o'clock,"' A. W.,
Personally appeared before me !a Hawes, E. M.. Reynolds', T. D. Smith.
corporation to demand such removal.
day of April, A.
on the Twenty-Fift- h
The Directors may waive notice of a Notary Public in and for said coujjty W. K. Wilkinson, W. W. Hadfield,
called meeting of the Board.
and. state, ;,A. 8: Miller ami J. W. E. Heck and S. A. Hawes, personal
;,
f. ART.1&LÉS OF, INCORrOiR'A- '
The
Board
of
Directors shall have Iledi itk, .personally í known7 to me ly known to me to be the identical
TION ÓF THE
power
the
to
make
fixing to be the identical persons who exc- - persons who signed the foregoing
I XING
M
COMPANY,
CUSTER .
.the. foregoing instrument, and strunient, and acknowledged the
tiiimthe.
h
annual
.for
V
meeting of
(No. S448)-:- ,
the execution thereof eution thereof to be their voluntary
the" stockholders aiid for the internal
the
compared
I
have
and also, that
be
their
to
voluntary
act and deed.
'act and deed.
management
of
said,
company,
the.
following copy of the same frith "the
Witness my hand and notarial seal
which
and
repeal
Witness my hand this 13th day of
by
thefile,
and
original thereof now on
this 16th day of April, 1908.
April, 190S.
and rreueal bv
'
""
c it to be a correct transcript
GEORGE L. SWATN,
D. O. HEETER,
(Sigcnd):
holders at any meetings, and the by (Signed)
tliercfrom and of the whole thereof. laws
Notary Public. (Seal) ''
Notary Public.
the- stockholders! (Seal)
'
adopted
by
under my hand 'and "'the
.. Given
Ex- 'io.
State of Indiana)
meeting
shall
not
be
changed,
re- - Com:
or
New
of
Territory
the
of
Great Seal
Territory of New Mexico)
)ss
pealcd by, the Board of Directors.
Mexico, at the City of Santa Fe, the
)i3
County of 'Henry)
Fifth: The amount of the
Capital, on this 25th day of April,
County of Colfax
)
Personally appeared before me, a
capital stock of the corporation
A. D. ngoS.
l'.,.f,-.,v........ r)..i.i:.. :..
Notary Public, in and for said
is
300,000.00,
divided
NATHAN J A FF A,
into 300,00a
.for said County and Territory, ncr- - county and state, A. S. Miller and J.
Secretary of New Mexico shares of the par value of $1.00 each. isonally
appeared Geo. E. Remley, to W. Hedrick, personally known to me
Coard, Assistant Secretary The amount of capital with which it
Edwin
me personally known to be the iden-- I to be the identical persons who exewill begin business
is
$16,075.00.
tical person described in and who cuted the forcgoinp: insfument, and
The owner of each share of stock
.
. ARTICLES
OF
executed the foregoing articles of in- acknowledged the execution thereof
hall
have
one vote, cither in person
INCORPORATION OF THE
corporation and acknowledged
his to be their voluntary act and deed.
or by proxy at the stockholders'
CUSTER MINING COMPANY
signature, jind the execution of said
Witness my hand and notarial seal
meeting,
Sor
and
the .election of Di instrument
WE, THE UNDERSIGNED, for
to be his free act and this ifith day of April, 1908.
rectors
said
at
meeting,
stockany
and
ourselves, associates, successors
deed.
.Signed)
GEO. I.. SWAIN,
L- (..
I.. .,
y 1.
assigns, have and do hereby associate hr.Mr r,i.,
IN WITNESS
'
WHEREOF,
I (Seal)
Notary Public.
Tn
c
.
f
t.
l
a
by
.t...
vote
lot
ourselves logeiuei iui tun (mi j;ut u, . .
.
''1lnavc set my hand and seal Notar- - Com. Ex.
...
,
,
u u.cpi.tu
, , .,
un, aim su tiiiueeunga
.,
,, . .
i
forming a corporation, under and
Territory of Now Mexico)
i iii.ijai
(n uti.
jjutiv: ÍSigned):
of "tile law's of the Territory ........
B. COLE,
DAVID
)ss
of
business,
such
at
times as shall be
6f New Mexico, United States of
.Seal)
Notary
Public.
)
Colfax
County
of
A major My commission
America, and we do hereby certify provided by the
expires July 9th
Before me, a Notary Public in and
ity of alT the stock shall'constitute a
and declare
1910.
for
said County and Territory, perFirst: The name of this corpora- quorum for the transaction oft busi
Endorsed: No. 5448. Cor. Rec'd. sonally appeared Geo. K. Remley, to
ness.
is
there
If
not
the Vol., 5, Page
tion is the Custer Mining Company.
540, Articles of Incor- m'c personally known to be the idenminority may aujourn until some poration of
Second: The location of its princithe Custer Mining Com- tical person described in and who exfuture
time
which
of
notice
shall be pany.
pal office in the Territory of New
ecuted the foregoing Certificate of
given to the absent stockholders, or
Mexico, is at the town of Cimarron,
Filed in office of Secretary of New
oi Stockholders, and
the President may call a special
County of Colfax, and the name of
Mexico, April 25, 9 a. m.
his
acknowledged
signature and the
meeting, of which notice
hajll 'be
NATHAN, JAFFA, Secretary.
the agent in charge thereof, and 011 given to"' the.'
of said instrument to be
execution
stockholders,
and the Compared C to M.
whom' process may be served, is Geo.
his free act and deed
notice herein referred ; to... shall be
'
E. Remley.
!
WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
by sending the same post paid to
Third: The purposes for wkich the the usual place of residence of the TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO have hereunto set my hand and NoOffice of the Secretary.
corporation is formed are to pur- stockholders, as shown, by the books
tarial Seal this 23rd day of April
chase, locate, take on lease or other- of the company. At meetings
1908.
CERTIFICATE
of the
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the (Signed)
wise acquire any mines, mining rights stockholders, no ' proxy executed
DAVID B. COLE.
Notary Public.
and lands in any part of the United more than sixty days before such Territory cf New Mexico, do hereby (Seal)
certify that there was filed for record My commission expires July 9th,
States, and any interest therein, and meeting shall be recognized.
in this office on the Twenty-Fift- h
TQI0.
to operate, work and develop the The stock shall be
transferred on day of April, A. D., 1908,
same; to mine, mill reduce, .smelt, and
Endorsed: No. 5449. Cor. Rec'd.
the
books
of the company, and no
CERTIFICATE OF
Vol. 5 Page 540. Certificate of Stockprepare for market, gold, silver, cop- of stock, within thirty days
minrra1 and- me- - transfer
1 A rt li r
, ,
OF STOCKHOLDERS
...r ..."
The Custer
holders
, .
,.
..
puror
build
Mining Company.
OF
THE
tallic compounds; to
sha" e,,tlt e the transferee to partic- - CUSTER
MINING COMPANY,
Filed in office of Secretary of New
chase tram ways, railroad tracks, and. inati
trtrt- in un mftinD-0 tf lh
ways
necessary
ana
.r
(No. S449).
Mexico, April 25, 1908, 9 a. m.
nrivate road
holders.
Given under my hand and the
NATHAN JAFFA, Secretary.
proper in the operation of any mine
The said company shall haVe a Great Seal of
busion
the
'carrying
the Territory of New Compared C to M.
or mill used in
lien on the shares of stock of any
Mexico, at the City of Santa Fe, the
ness of said corporation; to build and
stockholders for any indebtedness Capital, on this
sale
of
the
for
25th day of April,
maintain a store
which said stockholder may be ow- A. D.
1908.
goods, wares and merchandise, pro- ing
Company.
the
to
said
NATHAN JAFFA,
visions or supplies; to bullid, purSecretary of New Mexico
chase, own and operate mills for the The name and address of the Direduction of ores, and land for dump rectors of this Corporation for the Edwin F. Coard, Assistant Secretary
rights, construct pipe lines to convey first three months is as follows: H.
Niswonger, W. W. Hadfield, W.
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO
water to the mill, or ditches neces- J.
sary and proper; to convey water to E. Wilkinson, T. D. Smith, E. M
Office of the Secretary.
Arcanum,
works of said company and away Reynolds, I.
CERTIFICATE OF COMPARtherefrom; also to treat and reduce Ohio; S. A.. Hawes, Greenville,
ISON.
A. S. Miller, Middlctown,
Ind.,
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
ore or mineral; to buy, receive, ship Ohio;
ColTerritory of New Mexico, do hereby
or dispose of ore, mineral or supplies and Geo. E. Remley, Cimarron,
New
County,
fax
Mexico.
Charge of
workings
of
the
part
any
from
certify that there was filed for record
to or
Seventh: The names and post in this office at Nine o'clock, A. M.,
upon the Company's property, or for
Horse Stealing
the accomplishment or any other office address of the Incorporators on the Twenty-Fift- h
day of April
purpose for which the company is and the number of shares subscribed A. D., 1908.
formed; to sell, transfer or pledge or by each; the aggregate of such subCERTIFICATE OF
otherwise dispose of the shares of scription being the amount of capiOF STOCKHOLDERS
Las Animas, April 28. John GruOF THE
the capital stock; to borrow money to tal stock with which the corporation
ber, sheriff 06 Bent county, yesterCUSTER . MINING COMPANY, day again demonstrated his skill in
be used in said business, and to exe- will commence business are as fol(No. 5449).
cute debentures or bonds or evidence lows:
pnishing law breakers in capturing
H. J. Niswonger, Ancanum, Ohio, and also, that I have compared the E. L. McNceley and his youthful
of indebtedness for money borrowed,
following copy of the same.' (with partner, a pretty girl of 17.
or for property bought. It shall also $10,000.00.
Arcanum, Ohio, the original thereof now on file, and
I. H. Hawes,
a man of 35 or 40 years of
have the right to acquire, purchase,
declare it to be a correct transcript age, has been working on a ranch
sell, assign or transfer shares of stock $1,000.00.
E. M. Reynolds, Arcanum,' Ohio, therefrom and of the whole thereof. near Cadoa for some time for Mr.
of other corporations or bonds or
'
. Given
debentures, or other evidence of $200.00. .
under my hand and the Young.
Some time ago McNeeley
by
other
T. D. Smith, Arcanum, Ohio, Great Seal of the. Territory of New asked for a place for his son who
created
indebtedness
Mexico, at the City of Santa Fe, the loved' in the city, saying he needed
corporations, and while, the holder $500.00.
W. E. Wilkinson, Arcanum, Ohio, Capital, on this 25th day of April, the pure air of the country as he was
thereof, to exercise all rights and
A. D. 1008.
privileges of ownership, including the $125.00.
not strong. The place was obtained
W. W. Hadfield, Arcanum, Ohio.
NATHAN JAFFA,
right to vote thereon; to acquire
and all went well until Mr. Young
Secretary of New Mexico accused the boy of being a girl.
mines, or mining property and to op- $250.00.
E. Heck, Arcanum, Ohio, $250.00. Edwin F. Coard, Assistant Secretary
This incensed McNeeley and he
erate the same in any other State or
Ohio,
Territory in the United States, as S. A. Hawes, Greenville,
immediately quit work and laid plans
CERTIFICATE OF
well as in the Territory of New Mex- $2,500.00.
to "get even" "With Young.
OF STOCKA few days ago Mr. Young missed
ico, and to maintain an office or of- Geo. E. Remley, Cimarron, N. M.,
HOLDERS.
a fine team of horses, a wagon and
fices other than at the principal place $500.00.
A. S. Miller, Middletown,
Ind., We, the undersigned, incorpora- - two saddles.
Ho notified Sheriff
of business as above let out
"

Gruber and search was at' once instituted.
Traces of them were found yesterday morning and with the aid of
the sheriff and undershcriff of Prowers county they were traced to Dib
Camp, where the capture was 'effect-cd,rJuas the two were
getting

'

--

'

'

.

.

'

st

,

ready to. sn into camp for the ni ;ht.
Tliey'wcre brought to Las Animas this morning' and are in the
county jail awaiting preliminary trial
next Saturday. Af'.er l!ieir arrival in
the .city it iw?j found that 'McNeeley's
companion was a pre'tty girl of
instead Of a son as he claimed.
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HENRY STEEN
NOTARY

PUBLIC and FIRE INSURANCE

,

Office With

CIMARRON TOWNSITE CO.
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.

ST.

s.

LOUIS, ROCKY

MOUNTAIN & PACIFIC

Non-Liabili-

RAILWAY

.

,'.'.'..,

COMPANY

PASSENGER SCHEDULE

Y

In Effect April

,

'

íst

Welís-Farg-

o

Express

,

Train No.

Non-Liabili- ty

1

YOUNG GIRL

.

2.

Lv. Cimarron . 9:40 a.m.
" Cerrososo . 9:58 a.m.
.
" Colfax.'
10:20 a.m.
"
;o;55a-m-- J
"

(11:15 a.m.

Kothler
a.m.
" Preston.......11:05
.11:35 a.m.

" Clifton H.
.11:52 a.m.
Ar. Raton
12:10 p.m.

Train No

1.

Lv. Raton

p.m.
" Clifton H.. 4:00
4:17 p.m.
" Preston ..... 4:35 p.m.
o p.m
" Ko'lerjc
5:10 p.m
" Koehler
5:00 p.m.
" Colfax
5:40 p.m.
" Cerrososo.. 6:05 p.m.
Ar. Cimarron... 6:20 p.m.
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Under Arrest
Animas on
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Wagons Buggies
Farming Implements
We Sell the Famous
McOormick Harvesters, Bakes,

Mowers and Binders
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Y

General Blacksmithing

NORMAN

Wi.LMNS

LIVING MAN
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PIKE'S PEAK COG ROAD
OPEN FOR SEASON

ITINERARY

1908.

F MIST CLEAN 'EM' UP

Colorado Springs, Colo., April 27.
The season at Manitou officially
opens on the day the first train over
the Pike's Peak cog road tan reach
the summit through the snowbank.
Washington, D. C, April 27 PresThis occurred yesterday and, beginwill maintain a regular ident Roosevelt today announced the
today,
ning
Tales of Exe- schedule. There is not as much itinerary of the American fleet in the
Pacific.
The battleships will leave
in Hayti Told now on the peak this year as usual. San Francisco July 7 and will go to
the Philppines and thence to Japan
OFF, ,
Officers
RASULI ASSASSINATED? and China, returning to Manila November 7. The cruise will include exreport tended visits at Ports of both China
Tangicrs, April 27. A
New York. April 27. The French reached here today that Rasuli, the and Japan.
Rear Admiral Robley D. Evans,
cruiser d'F.stres is in port frttm bandit chief, has been ambushed and
of the fleet, who
.Hayti, where the ship was sent at Killed by a band of I.eymes who have commander-in-chie- f
been following him for weeks. Cour- came up from Magdalena bay in adthe time of the recent attempted
to look after French inter iers from the interior brought the vance of the fleet to receive treatests. The officers of the ship have word here, and the fighting was said ment at Paso Robles Hot Springs
many stories to tell of the revolu- to be still in progress at the time of California, is expected to rejoin
the ships at Monterey on Friday
lion. While at Port au Prince, Hay they left.
next, May 1. He has so informed
-- rt
ti, the d'Estrcs was the haven for
TTFi
j.
Rear Admiral Thomas the senior ofeighty refugees, and the officers told
ficer present and acting commander,
yesterday of the horrors of the nocof the battleships. ' It had been supturnal execution on March 15 of a
posed Admiral Evans would not go
group of men accused of attempting
aboard the Connecticut again until
tc incite a revolution a few days
Santa Cruz was reached and anchors
iter President Nord Alexis had
.ere about to be uplifted for the sail
quelled a rising against his admin
through the Golden Gate ito the har-Listration.
of Sau Francisco. Admiral
There were not enough graves dug
return to oemmand will be of
for &11 the persons who were shot,
Wiped brief duration as he expects to haul
nd one prominent merchant had to Canadian
down his flag for all time two days
sit and watch the soldiers dig his
after the gfand review of the assem1-ble- d
While People
future burial place.
fleet, May 6. The proposed call
in
hurry,
a
As the firing squad was
Port Harford, on the way to MonSleeping
his grave .was dug only o sufficient
terey, has been cut off the official
size to allow him to be buried with
itinerary of the fleet, the ships will
his arms and knees together. The
not sail until the morning of Thursbullets failed to kill him and he was
Ottawa, Ont., April 27. Thirteen day,
the 30th. An all day and an
tumbled into the hole which was yet
are known to be dead and reports all night sail will bring them to
y
diggers
grave
the
Then
too small.
have lost their lives as
for ROYAL TAILORS.
the tnorniu gof May I.
pushed him in with their shovels and say thirty-fiv- e
while they were covering him up he a result of a disastrous landslide at
to
You can have a suit made to measure
his Xotre Dame de Lasette,
eighteen RUN DOWN BY C. & S. TRAIN
souirht to protest bv moving
r.ands.
miles .from Buckingham, Quebec,
S4-0- We have 400 samples to select from.
Boulder, April 27. Eva McFar-lanmiles from here
which is twenty-onten years of age, was run down
It occurred at 5 o'clock yesterday and instantly killed at 4 o'clock this
morning, but as wires are down de afternoon by a C. & S. passenger
train at the Bouiilsr creek bridge
Uils are very meager.
child was returning home from
The
BY
Huckineham's latest information
a picnic and was crossing when sb
"
toniijht states that the entire side of saw the train coming.
Becoming
MANIAC
a mountain bordering on the Lievr.
panic stricken, she fell down and
river fell on some houses there, was ground to pieces under the,
Pueblo, April 27. Edward Mack
burying the occupants; and as the wheels.
elcsee, a negro inmate of the Wood
croft asylum, broke away from th stream is narrow that it was crossed
HAVE NEW FOREMAN.
guards here today, fatally injured at 011c spot and houses on the other
Mrs. F.d. A. Jones by crushing lie side destroyed.
The Cimarron Lumber company's
dePaul Dcsjardin's store was
skul! with a hatchet and endangered
will be opened up with a full
mills
the lives of half a dozen others be stroyed but lie was away and esin a day or so.
force
It has been
wife,
children,
two
the
fore he was finally recaptured and caped. His
taken back to the asylum. As a last maid and a male servant are missing running for a few clays already, but
resort, a fire company was called 011 and thought to be dead under the not up to its full capacity
Mr. W. L. Kelley of El Paso has
Dcsjardin kept the postoffice
when he was at last cornered on a ruins.
porch and a stream of water was and a general store and both arc moved to Cimarron and will be the
élsmieíñ
JJaE2
lUr1
Pelphrey before, and is a man of
turned on him, knocking him ove wiped out.
widow
Mr.
a
foreman.
mill
Pointe,
has
Camille
for
La
He
Mrs.
worked
officers
to handcuff
and enabling the
;.nd seven of her children are miss- large mill experience and thoroughly
the maniac.
The negro is a former convict and ing and it is almost certain that all competent in every detail of the busMr. Kclley's family came to
iness.
He arc dead.
was recently adjudged insane.
Others are known to have lost Cimarron with hinn a'id is now living
lrokc away at 3 o'clock this after
noon after a hard struggle .with the their lives but their names are not in the Durbin house for the timle be
guards, and, running to the rear o obtainable as both telephonic and ing.
went
communication
a building near the asylum, he seized telegraphic
Hunter & Neff arc at work canvass- the hatchet and began striking at wrong soon after the landslide.
Doctors and many citizens from ign and papering the new Crocker
everyone he met. Mrs. Jones was
Iitfckingham are now at the little Mercantile company's building.
Mruck three times and will die
vllagc under the mountain assisting
in recovering the bodies of the dead
QUEEN OF LITTLE
and helping those who are injured. TEXAS OFFICER
ITALY ASKS PERMIT
TO OWN BIG PISTOL It is understood the village is a
All Kiads Of Property Handle on Commission.
small one of some thirty or forty
CHARGES REASONABLE
RESULTS
QUICK
Carlo, houses, many being right under the
ROUTS NEGRO MOB
Chicago,
April 27 Anne
"Qunecn of Little Italy," is the first mountain and their occupants being
woman to ask Chief Shippy for per asleep in their beds, they had no
Fort Worth, Tex., April 27. At
Yester chance to escape.
Gilmer, Texas, Saturday night, Ben
mission to own a revolver.
and to twenty "doubting Thomases'' town. Then with things once under having clared space sufficient for the
'
six
riiiles Holland, a negro, while intoxicated,
A landslide occurred
day the woman who rules over the
in particular, that women can be as way, she will rttur nto Chicago and young women to erect their houses
Italian colony on the South Side from the same spot a year or so ago. shot and instantly killed his sister,
on and to lay out their gardens, man
independent and as successful as f.et new recruits for the colony.
went to the city hall and signed an
Details so far arc of the most mea- Jennie Marlin. A. crowd of several
About twenty girls of the institute will hie himself far away from the
admirers of the
and
their
brothers
application blank to keep a revolver ger description. It is known that hundred negroes gathered and was
sterner sex, these young women hae entered enthusiastically into the scene and allow the female activity
the tons of fallen rocks and dirt will preparing to lynch him .when Con
at her home, 420 Clark street.
Of these, three girls the to begin.
students and graduates of the Arts-Cra- plan.
"I'm not nfraid of my own conn require many hrjurs tn removal, and Stable Cumbie, carrying a double- Rosscr, Lynch and Miller
Misses
"Will the
go
girls wear bloomers
preparing
to
institute are
trvmen." said the 'queen,' "because t wiil be hours before the casualty barreled shotgun, appeared and at
Wyoming and establish theii all young, pretty, and above all, well when they work, will they climb
to
tempted to disperse the crowd. In
they wouldn't injure me, but some 1st is known
versed in the art of caring for them- ladders, will they hold elections, and
"Adamless colony" there.
Later reports place the number of stad of dispersing, the mob closed
times I have lots of money in my
selves under any and all circum- above all, will they ever get marpresiMorse,
Mrs.
T.
Vernette
and it is feared in on the officer, who clubbed his
little home; and 1 want to pro dead at thirty-onare the leading spirits. Some ried?" were among
stances,
the questions
Arts-Crainstitute, is to
that the list may be much greater. tun and started to fight his way out dent of the
tect it."
are said to be holding back, afraid of propounded to "Mother Eve" Morse.
colony.
the
the
Eve"
of
be
"Mother
Aorording to the records of the A dozen bodies have been recovered with his prisoner. In the struggle
braving the rigors of the West alone,
bureau of records, Mrs. Carlo :s 34 and the work of searching for vic- that ensued, both barrels of the con- - An agent is already in Wyoming but, according to Mrs. Morse, the "I don't know," she said. "All
colthose things are mere details. Will
girls'
for
a
the
for
site
looking
tims is progressing rapidly.
years old, weighs 210 pounds, and
statics gun were discharged, Jose
required number twenty will v be they be married? Maybe later
are
ony,
girls
themselves
the
and
of
nhcight.
phine
More than half the number
Mitchell and an unknown ne
5 feet 6 inches in
is secured. much later.
The West is a fertile
getting ready to purchase plows, car- on hand when the land
rrro man being instantly killed.
"I know the 'queen' very well,' dead arc little children.
the
plan
town country. The young women can
for
manless
The
everylumber;
penter's
and
tools,
huge
still
and
said Chief Shinny, "and 1 see no
Ice was
on the river
thing else needed in the building of came recently, when several young raise produce; they can have a sheep
Tcason why she shouldn't have a re cakes were foncd upon cither side of CHILD SCALDED IN
s
demen students of the
ranch just the same as the men;
city.á
I
the
she
weight
the
if
WASHTUB
wishes
shall
this
earth,
one
IS
river
of
DEAD
by
volver
cided to go West and start a colony. they can get their provisions from
And a few miles from where the
doing most of the execution.
Several of the girls suggested that other towns for a time until they are
Many of the bodies probably never
Pueblo, Colo., April 27. Rose Sac manles's colony will be founded
would like to join the colony. well established.' But one thing has
they
daughter of twenty or more male students of the
will be recovered, as they were comento, the
"W can get along better without been agreed upon there will be
washed away at the moment of the Mrs. Frank Saccomcnto of San Car institute will be working and slaving
ungal-lanhelping hands from man until the
los, died at St. Mary's hospital yes on an "Eveless" town that is, it is women for awhile," was the
disaster.
response. And then the scheme colony is an established fact then
terday as the result of being scalded to be Eveless at the start, but the
by falling into a tub filled with hot young .men have no such stern edict to found the opposition colony arose. who knows what will happen?"
LABADIE INSANE.
Meetings of the girls have been
"Why shouldn't it be a success?"
water Saturday. Mrs. Saccomento against the other sex as charactersaid Mrs. Morse. "It is going to be held weekly at the offices of the in
Tiic following item taken from the was doing the- family washing at the izes the plans of the girl studnts.
stitute in the Republic building. An"Girls can be just as independent a business proposition purely.
Santa Fe New Mexican will be of time, and while her back was turned
will have no part. Ouf girls other meeting is to be held Monday,
the
child
toddled
tub
the
to
and
men,
as
Mrs.
said
night
Morse
last
April
Helena, Ark.,
27. Twelve interest to the people of Cimarron:
fell in.
at her home, 3820 Lake avenue. have been taught all the useful arts. when' it is expected that G. E. Morse,
persons were drowned yesterday
"Rafael Gomel, a guard at the ter
They can build a town just as well We have girls who can make good Mrs. Morse's son, who is now in
capsized
Marion
when the show boat
ritorial penitentiary, left for Las Ve TWENTY CHICAGO GIRLS
others who can bkiild the West, will have been heard from
as
men and they can do it better farmers,
in a heavy gale eight miles above the
houses, others who can weave in regarding piospective sits for the
gas this morning, having in charge
BUILD
TO
ADAMLESS
They
if
around.
men
the
not
arc.
Word
St.
river.
Francis
mouth of the
necessary, to ;olony.
TOWN IN THE WES1 can farm as well; they can build fact, do everything
of the disaster was brought here this George Labadie, the insane prisoner
from Colfax county, who entered the
houses as well, in fact they can do start the colony. Either Wyoming
morning by the captain of the
Sometimes it must have been diffiChicago, April 27. An Adamless anything as well, or even better It or Idaho will be .chosen in the heart
boat. The party consisted of penitentiary last Saturday. Labadie
of the irrgation district. My son is cult for the grand jury to tell whether
63 persons, including the crew, and will be confined in the territorial in Eden a haven in the wilds of Wyo- is to prove this that the girls are
now looking over the ground, and he Ryan was the witness and Jerome the
all were thrown into the water. A sane asylum in the Meadow City ming for all suffragettes a place going out West to found their town.
will select sites for the girls and for district attorney, or Jerome the witnumber of daring rescues were made Labadie's insanity is attributed to the where, under the trained hands of Men will not be allowed."
Already several " meetings have the boys, but they arc to be far dis- ness and Ryan the district attorney.
and it : roniarkafjle that more lives disgrace caused by his being sent to twenty fair, unkissed Chicago girls,
a model city will rise out of the oeen held by the girls intnercsted in tant."
the penitentiary."
e
not lost,
desert-like
Man mere man- - will enter upon ' Subscribe for the Cimarron Citi-rcsurroundings, is on the the plan. Mrs. Morse is to go along
in
was
well
known
here
a
Labadie
The, ship was returning from
one of the best home papers in
as general adviser of the girls and is the scene of the new female Utopia
t.icnic and carnival farther tip the Cimarron, having lived here for some verge of founding.
Southwest.
the
ground.
Then,
merely
the
break
to
new'
first
"mayor",
time.world
of
the
In
prove
to
be
an
effort
the
the
to
to
little
irrer when struck by the storm.
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You need a new suit now
and we have many patterns
to select irom.
Full Suits or Extra Trousers
They all go in this sale at
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